Abstract. Innovation is the basic power, existence and development of a country and national innovation ability raise cannot leave the popularization and development of innovation education in university education. Under the background of cultural creative industry development, strengthen the perspectives of artistic innovation personnel training is very important. Entrepreneurship in this paper, the culture industry under the background of the function of art creative talents are simple to describe, and combined with the existing problems in private colleges art innovative talent training, and puts forward some countermeasures and Suggestions for improvement.
improve the educational philosophy will be clear to the social demand to colleges and universities, wants to cultivate comprehensive art creative talents.
Encourage improved discipline in universities. At present, our country many private colleges teaching course are very similar, content is also a lack of diversity, willing to give up without clear identification between college professional, excellent professional is not prominent, for teaching to cultivate art talents, tend to be single, confined to generic class teaching, and the lack of professionalism.
To improve the cultivation model of colleges and universities. Private colleges is different from public schools, the art college of art talent training mode which can be roughly divided into two kinds: the first is to focus on cultivating talents, the traditional art of cultivating a group of creative talents. The training mode of talents is suitable for the traditional career model, and with the constant development of social and economic circumstances, the traditional career mode is bound to be a hit, has been replaced with the new model, and this kind of talents will also challenged; The second is to completely abandon the traditional mode of talent training, according to the market demand, attaches great importance to the economy and the implementation of the industrial value. The personnel training mode is given priority to with actual demand, in entering the society after graduation, can quickly adapt to the enterprise culture and enterprise needs, can quickly create economic value for the enterprise. Therefore, the development of cultural creative industries is designed to improve the latter mode of talent training, make it more in line with the market demand.
University teaching staff construction. Whatever the talent cultivation, is inseparable from the teacher, can't depart from the support of a strong faculty. In developing innovative society, the cultural industry rapid rise today, the construction of the teachers also need to follow the pace of The Times development, and constantly from thought, professional knowledge and professional skills to strengthen the training, so as to realize the purpose to help provide students with a strong teaching.
The backward education idea. Private colleges as school teachers team is different from that of the public schools, education concepts behind can also see from two aspects: the first is the teacher of innovation concept is relatively backward, most teachers are treated with traditional education, the traditional teaching methods and knowledge skills ingrained, the art of art teachers are due to have its own technology is relatively rich, pay attention to the practice of the skills in the process of teaching, or teaching and teaching, and ignore the innovation education, the cultural creativity industry era of rapid development, technical art talent already cannot use development needs. The second is the innovation of school education concept, curriculum innovation is less, to give students innovation development platform are few and far between, too much emphasis on classroom teaching rather than social practice, lack of the innovative talents in cultivated.
Institutional arrangements for divorced from reality. Most private class in China art colleges and universities on the system arrangement, the transfer system of professional, lack of flexibility, not enough human, enrollment system is still considered the idea of "a youngster", and on the system of student participation in scientific research project, is not a complete, scientific and systematic system, weak school scientific research atmosphere, students with poor academic ability, innovation ability, as a result of not ideal.
Disconnect between teaching department. Education work should be clear guidelines and specific management responsible for the part, most of the provinces autonomous regions in China art colleges is limited by many factors in the teaching department cannot realize the exchange, makes a number of resource waste, right segmentation, mutual disconnect between the department of education resource utilization rate is low, affect the construction of faculty and students of art innovation ability.
Private colleges art countermeasures of innovative personnel training
Clear art creative talent training goal . Aimed at the problem mentioned in the training target is not clear phenomenon, private colleges the first thing to do is clear objectives, clear art creative talents training target, system, structure, executable, indicate the direction for the construction of art cultivation system. Correct "art creative talents is equal to the skilled personnel" training objectives. Past long dominated by the traditional personnel training mode, pay attention to skilled personnel, under the background of cultural creative industry, its correct to cultivate innovative talents of art can start from the two points: first of all, in many ways much correct school, teachers, parents, students and other people in the society of art creative talents of misunderstanding and prejudice, emphasize quality standard; Second, the government take measures to improve subjective art creative talents of social status, can through the project construction or revision of the laws and regulations, borrow the necessity of media publicity and innovation.
Clear the role of the private art colleges and universities. Private universities on teaching contents, methods and objective requirement with ground while putting aside differences, according to their own school-running resources determine its social responsibility, to clear the development direction of art innovative talent cultivation, outstanding professional advantages and characteristics, and effective use of the local government to give help, according to the market demand, realize the goal of talent training and the social development.
With the combination of humanity quality education. Art the cultivation of innovative talents cannot ignore the humanity quality education, humanistic quality education of inclusiveness, of innovative personnel training has very important significance. So, the school when arranging courses to combine two closely, to provide comprehensive high-quality art creative talents for the society.
To strengthen the students' moral quality cultivation. The problems mentioned in the society, art, the lack of political ethics, how to improve this mainly depends on schools and government coordination, on the one hand is extended school teaching ethics course, to give students more learning related the opportunity and way of ethical quality, on the other hand is that the government regulation of social ethos, the perfection of relevant laws and regulations, and strong execution.
Highlight art power of innovative talents training. For private colleges their own problems, improvement scheme of non-state-run universities, in the concept of talent cultivating outstanding personalized and comprehensive, in the student evaluation system continuously show comprehensive and fair, in the education teaching management, and realizing mutual sharing unceasingly, in terms of scientific construction, continue to implement and broad. By private colleges and joint development of cultural creative industrial park, provides external help to private colleges and universities to improve their own problems.
Conclusion
Culture creative industry rapid rise, making the existing human resources appeared the shortage of corresponding or not. In this background, art the cultivation of innovative talents has become the social focus. This paper mentioned a number of private colleges and universities personnel training problem is widespread, not a special case of the individual schools, strengthen strategy is proposed to solve these problems have certain feasibility. Hope to help national art innovative talent training plan.
